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message from the founder and
director
“We were founded
with the goal to help
people in need. It
is preeminent in all
that
we
do.”
Sallo Polak, Founder and Director Philanthropy
Connections

Dear reader,
Yes, we are happy with what we have achieved
in 2013. How can we not be? When we visit the
projects we support the results of our work are
plain to see. We meet children, youths and adults
of whom we know that without the help they
get through these projects they would remain
powerless, or slide into even worse situations.
There is nothing more motivating and rewarding,
nothing more moving, than to witness people
blossoming because of the opportunities offered
to them.

‘I want to become a teacher’, said a
parentless 14 year old girl in a refugee camp
in Northern Thailand. She may very well
realise that dream because we gave her the
opportunity to go to school. ‘I want to take
care of myself and my family’, a 45 year old
man who lost the use of his legs in a traffic
accident. He can, because one of the projects
we support provided him with a wheelchair.
These are only two out of the hundreds of
stories of those we were able to help create.
They motivate us to do more, to try harder and
to create even more opportunities.

it enabled us to spend more time on project
implementation, new project development, as
well as on communication with our sponsors and
other stakeholders.
We invested time and effort to expand our
network to get more people, companies,
foundations and organisations involved in what
we do. As a result there are, potentially, great
opportunities available to us to make a real
difference into the lives of many more people.
The thought of what we could bring about in
2014 is indeed empowering.
But, while we were able to implement more
projects than in the previous year and achieved
a lot in building an organisation capable of
handling more, we were faced with a huge
problem in 2013 which still exists today: we
don’t have enough funding for the operations
and all the deserving projects we came across.
It is simple: Your financial support is now needed
more than ever!
I hope that you will join us to achieve our goal:
“To help people in need”.

Sallo Polak

Over the past 12 months, we continued to
build on our organisational capacity while we
supported “old” and new projects. We launched
our websites, both in Dutch and in English,
built a financial reporting tool, and added two
staff members to the team. At the same time
project expenditures grew by 194% compared
to last year. The staff addition paved the way to
not only ensure but also to improve the quality
of our administration work. Most importantly
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organisation
“In
my
experience
Philanthropy Connections only
run projects that address the real
needs raised by a community.
This approach therefore provides
solutions to needs that truly exist.
Working with Sallo’s pure heart and
infinite dedication was gratifying.
And with the exceptional team
in Chiang Mai, they daily support
the ones most in need.”
Charmaine de Jongh, PCF volunteer in 2013, from
Curaçao

“I ‘ve known Sallo and PCF for
many years, he and his colleagues
are the great team. They have spent
much time, energy, logistics and
others resources for community
development
in
Cambodia.
Whenever KAKO has problems,
they always give us the willpower,
suggestions and support. Two
things that I ‘ve learned from
him and never forgot are “Quick
answers on email and humor.”
Bumpen Sawaengdee (Ajan), Project Leader
Beneficiary NGO KAKO, from Cambodia
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AT A GLANCE
Philanthropy Connections Foundation is a
charitable organisation that aims to empower
people in vulnerable circumstances by supporting
carefully selected local organisations. We believe
that these organisations – through their local
connections – are the most suited to deal directly
with the social and economic conditions of their
communities, thus are most capable of finding
solutions to the diverse problems these people
face. Since its inception in 2011, Philanthropy
Connections has supported 30 different projects
in Thailand, Cambodia, and Burma in the fields
of education, health care, child care, emergency
relief, housing and microfinance. A growing
global network of supporters, volunteers and
donors underpins Philanthropy Connections’
impact.
MISSION AND VISION
Philanthropy Connections strives to become
the first organisation that comes to mind for
community partners in Thailand, Cambodia and
Burma who seek assistance for the work they
do to empower their communities, as well as
for international private and corporate sponsors
who want to be sure that their support is used in
the most effective and cost efficient way. Because
community organisations are low-key, they are
invisible to many development organisations and
lack access to needed resources. We therefore
endeavour to operate at their local level to
discover appropriate partner organisations.

Our mission is to connect
community partners to the
resources that they need to
support vulnerable people to build
dignified lives for themselves.

OUR APPROACH
We work on the premise that disadvantaged
people are able to create a dignified existence
for themselves, provided that they have access
to the relevant support and knowledge. We
strongly believe that local organisations are best
suited to support their communities, as they
understand the challenges the communities
face, know the culture and speak the local
languages. These local organisations often
lack access to external support in the form of
funding, expertise and volunteers. Philanthropy
Connections aims to connect these local
organisations to the required external resources
and financial support in order to maximise their
impact.
In most cases, this entails that we raise funds
to support the projects of local organisations.
In addition, we place and supervise volunteers,
provide trainings and connect parties that offer
complimentary services. We carefully screen the
organisations we support and closely monitor
the implementation of projects, in order to
ensure that funds are used responsibly.
ORGANISATION
Founded in 2011, Philanthropy Connections is
registered in the Netherlands as a foundation
under the name ‘Stichting Philanthropy
Connections’. In Thailand, where our project
office is based, Philanthropy Connections
collaborates with the Foundation for Local
Development (FLD), an organisation active in the
areas of community development and training
for empowerment. Our activities in Thailand
are carried out within the legal framework and
under the name of the FLD. FLD also provides
Philanthropy Connections with free office space,
the support of FLD’s accountants and office
manager, and access to shared services including
legal and regulatory support for PCF and for the
two full time employees: Sallo Polak, Executive
Director and Vanessa Loucky, Administrative
Assistant.
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TIMELINE
Philanthropy Connections’ work is supervised
by a Board. The 2013 Board consisted of five
members with Sallo Polak as the chairman,
René Mendel as Treasurer, Gerard Verberne as
Secretary and Catherine Keyl and Kate Mellor as
Board members.
Within our own organisation, we are committed
to working as cost-effectively as possible,
and to provide maximum transparency to
our stakeholders. Our organisation operates
with very low overhead costs, thanks to our
reliance on volunteers, our partnership with
the Foundation for Local Development, and the
low living costs in northern Thailand. We believe
that only by being transparent, cost-effective,
and respectful to all stakeholders, Philanthropy
Connections can maintain the trust of sponsors
and partner organisations, and thus successfully
pursue its mission of helping individuals and
communities that are in most need.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

2013 started with a big bang! A fund
raising event enabled us to build 35
toilets and open three preschools in
remote villages in Cambodia through
our partner KAKO. PCF also sponsored
seven libraries and four of a total of
106 scholarships granted by KAKO in
the same villages as part of our holistic
approach to alleviate poverty in rural
Cambodia.

Our first video about PCF, made by
Videscope, premiered on Facebook.
Just as exciting, our registration to
Transnational Giving Europe was
approved, which meant tax efficient
donations are now possible for donors
of 17 European countries.

We shared in the joy of the festive
opening of the seven village libraries
in Cambodia, a project in collaboration
with KAKO.
The Hilversum school A. Roland
Holst College chose us as one of the
charities for its educational social
entrepreneurship programme for
their 7th graders. Seeing the potential
positive impact we are making on
children through our work keeps us
energized.

“As a donor it is important that
I can be certain that my donation
is used in a transparent and right
way; Philanthropy Connections
does exactly that. A personal
relationship and trust is the result
of this basic principle. I know that
for PCF the wellbeing of the people
they help comes first.”
Peter Brodtbeck, sponsor of several
projects, from Switzerland
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APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Cheers for the children of Koung Jor
Camp! We secured another year of
funding for the running costs of the
boarding house providing safe shelter
for 21 kids between the age of 9 and
18. 2013 was the second year PCF
funded all school costs, clothes and
the caretakers for these children at
the refugee camp at the Thai side of
the Thai-Burma border. Apart from the
boarding house running costs, PCF also
supported a scholarship programme
for two students from the camp.

We welcomed our second staff
member, Vanessa Loucky to our
Chiang Mai office. Vanessa has been
a tremendous addition as you can see
from the streams of activities we were
able to accomplish in the following
months.
Meanwhile, with Arusa
Panyakotkaew (Noona) who joined us
in December 2013, we now have our
first Thai staff.

“Just Great” or “Geweldig”. On
June 10, PCF received a donation of
€1.000 from Promenada Mall, a Dutch
investment in Chiang Mai. What is
even greater, it was the beginning
of a very meaningful relationship.
In October 2013, Catherine Keyl, our
board member was here to attend a
Promenada investor event and more
funds were raised. Donation boxes
have since been placed at the mall for
ongoing fund raising. More activities
in collaboration with Promenada are in
the pipeline. We look forward to more
of such corporate sponsorships! Thank
you, the people of Promenada!

The average age in the office was cut
by half (Sallo was a heavy weight)
with the arrival of the University of
St. Gallen’s interns, Max, Victor and
Tatiana. We could not be grateful
enough for the contributions of all the
volunteers who have done great work
for us, both at our office and virtually.
Since its inception and by December
2013, PCF had a total of 38 volunteers
from 17 countries.

1st cut, 2nd cut, go, no go, and then it
went LIVE! A hectic month as a team
of volunteers from around the globe
worked in a virtual office preparing
for the launch of PCF’s Dutch website!
Their hard work and dedication were
rewarded with an online donation
soon after. As stated on our website:
“We want to do far more. This is our
daily work, but we can’t do it without
your support”. A big thank you to our
donors around the world.

What a month for Sallo: A visit to
The Netherlands where he hosted a
meeting for 142 PCF supporters and
fans; an appearance on TV in Deventer,
his birth place, to promote PCF;
Pictures with the Delta Lloyd Cycling
team who wore their outfit with PCF
logo for the Dam to Dam Classic Bike
Tour; and shopping for some Dutch
goodies for the Chiang Mai office!
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes

2012 EUR

2013 EUR

Voluntary Income

2

113,118.56

49,139.41

Investment Income

2

2013 THB Exchange rate

2013 EUR

Incoming resources

Total incoming resources

1,728,992.50

0.025

91,499.73

55.77

-

10,738.92

263.10

113,174.33

49,139.41

1,739,731.42

91,762.83

Cost of charitable activities

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Our debut on THAI GURU, a beautiful
new E-magazine about Thailand. One
PCF project will be featured in each of
its quarterly publications. About the
same time, we secured a generous
donation from one of our long term
Swiss sponsors towards supporting
the New Blood School, the Burma
Children Medical Fund at Mae Sot, and
administration costs for the Chiang Mai
office.

A festive month in Chiang Mai as the
weather cooled down. But the climate
in the office reached new heights as we
confirmed the 2nd year sponsorship
for the running costs of Bahn Ruam Jai,
PCF’s biggest project by expenditure.
Around 40 hill tribe children would be
fed, educated and housed in a safe
environment for longer. How exciting
was that!

Goodbye to Charmaine and Hello to
François; Photo shoots and videos
of projects for social and print media;
Year-end Newsletter and Christmas
card distribution to our sponsors
and supporters; and the big BANG,
our English website went LIVE! An
incredible 12 months and many more
to come…

Administrative charges

3

226.42-

445.67-

7,631.00-

632.63-

Projects

3

33,109.14-

16,606.81-

3,301,794.00-

97,500.76-

33,335.56-

17,052.48-

3,309,425.00-

98,133.39-

Total costs of charitable activities
Other expenses
Bank charges

3

134.45-

403.96-

200.00-

408.86-

Employees salaries

3

-

-

295,130.00-

7,230.69-

Other costs

3

-

5,121.90-

10,050.00-

5,368.13-

Witholding tax

3

5.58-

-

1,073.89-

26.31-

140.03-

5,525.86-

306,453.89-

13,033.98-

Total Other expenses
Total resources expended

33,475.59-

111,167.37-

Inflow/outflow

79,698.74

19,404.54-

4,506.58

6,844.83-

Exchange rate gain/(loss)

4

Net movement in funds
Funds brought forward
Funds carried forward
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84,205.32
5

26,561.07

1,876,147.47-

26,249.37-

57.89

84,263.21

84,263.21

58,013.84
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNT
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEMBER 2013
Notes 31-12-2012 EUR 31-12-2013 EUR 31-12-2013 THB Exchange Rate 31-12-2013 EUR
Fixed Assets

6

993.39

1,526.88

-

Cash on hand

7

238.74

-

3,067.00

67.66

Cash Dutch account

7

23,189.91

32,443.85

-

32,443.85

Cash in Thai account

7

59,841.17

-

1,086,829.14

23,975.45

Total assets
Liabilities

84,263.21
8

0.022

1,526.88

58,013.84
6,068.44

589,157.00

19,065.24

Available funds

84,263.21

38,948.60

Total funds

84,263.21

58,013.84

1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
These accounts have been prepared on the
going concern basis and under the historical
cost convention as modified by the revaluation
of investment properties and listed investments.
They comply with the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS). The financial
statements are prepared on a cash basis and
transactions related to incoming resources and
resources expended are recorded in full.
2. INCOMING RESOURCES
Incoming resources are included accounted
for on a cash basis in the financial statements.
Incoming resources comprise:
2.1 Voluntary income
Sponsorship funds and General Donation Funds
are used to fund projects, the administrative
costs and the office and overhead costs for
operating PCF. We distinguish between funds
received for projects and funds received for both
projects and administrative purposes. Voluntary
income is recognised immediately when they are
received from sponsors in our Dutch and Thai
bank accounts. There is no provision of accruals.
In 2013, we received 1,728,992.50 THB and
49,139.41 EUR for these accounts, which
translates into 91,499.73 EUR (average 2013
exchange rate of 1 THB: 0.0245 EUR).
2.2 Investment income
Interest income resulting from the interest
received on cash held in our Thai bank account.
3. RESOURCES EXPENDED
Expenditures are accounted for on a cash basis.
Resources expended comprise:
3.1 Costs of charitable activities
3.1.1 Administrative Charges
Administration charges relate to costs connected
to operating the office. Office administration
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costs are recognised immediately when they are
paid out from our Thai bank account. There is no
provision of accruals.
3.1.2 Projects
Projects are Philanthropy Connections’ main
activities. Philanthropy Connections receives
proposals from local organisations in Thailand,
Cambodia and Burma and performs due
diligence on them before proposing the selected
projects for funding from donors. Projects costs
are recognised immediately when they are paid
out from our Thai bank account. The amounts
expended in THB for each project are presented
in the table on the following page.
In addition, an amount of EUR 16,606.81 has
been paid directly to KAKO from the Dutch
account and has been specified in a table on the
following page.
3.2 Other Expenses
3.2.1 Bank Charges
Bank charges relate to expenses as a result of
amounts being transferred from the Dutch bank
account to the Thai bank account and from the
Thai bank account to the projects.
Bank charges are recognised immediately when
they are paid out from our Thai bank account.
There is no provision of accruals.
3.2.2 Employee Salaries
PCF has an arrangement with the Foundation
for Local Development (FLD), whereby the FLD
acts as the employer of people working for PCF.
The FLD includes the cost of the employees of
PCF in its invoices for overhead costs. In 2013,
there were two employees, the Chairman and
Executive Director Sallo Polak and Vanessa
Loucky.
3.2.3 Other costs
Other costs includes marketing, transportation,
communication, representation and other
expenses made for PCF. The costs are recognised
when they are paid out from our bank account.
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Expenses 2013
in THB

Project
Donation from Philanthropy Connections for Project "Full care for two children with down syndrome"
Donation from Philanthropy Connections for Project “Koung Jor Shan Refugee Camp: Running costs for the
boarding house for 20 orphans and disadvantaged children 2013-2014”
Donation from Tony Mann and an anonymous sponsor for Project “Bahn Ruam Jai”: Running cost for boarding
house for 40 at risk hill tribe children
Donation from Philanthropy Connections for Project “Koung Jor Shan Refugee Camp: Electricity Costs”
Donation from Philanthropy Connections for Medical Treatment of Su Ah Shee - Burma Children Medical Fund
Donation from Philanthropy Connections for two scholarships

27,000.00

Dutch Bank Account

248,214.00
2,777,905.00
7,500.00
106,554.00

Thai Bank Account

6,000.00

Donation from an anonymous sponsor for KAKO’s project: “The renovation of four and re-opening of seven village
libraries”

84,847.00

Other Projects

43,774.00

Total

7. BANK ACCOUNTS AND CASH
The Dutch Bank Account holds amounts in Euros (EUR) and is held with ABN AMRO bank and
registered in our statutory filings in the Netherlands. There are no interests paid on bank balances.
This Bank Account receives donations from donors who sponsor projects (“Sponsorship Pool”)
and donors who sponsor Philanthropy Connections’ operation costs.
The money is then transferred to the Thai Bank Account, held by and managed by our Thai partner,
FLD for payment towards our projects or funds are paid out directly from the Dutch account.
The Thai Bank Account holds amounts in Thai Baht (THB) and is funded by transfers from our
Dutch bank account. This Bank Account also receives donations from donors who sponsor projects
(“Sponsorship Pool”) and donors who sponsor Philanthropy Connections’ operation costs.
It is held by and managed by our Thai partner, FLD, for payment towards our projects and 2.15%
interest per annum is paid on bank balances.

3,301,794.00
Cash on Hand

The accountants in FLD withdraw amounts from the Thai Bank Account and manage this cash float
to finance administration of the office.

Expenses 2013
in EUR

KAKO
Donation from Stichting Pothaar MijnLieff for seven village libraries
Donation from Trump China, Angie Ng and her friends from China, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia for the running
costs of three preschools (the remainder of the donations will be transferred in 2014 to cover the full academic year)
Donation from Trump China, Angie Ng and her friends from China, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia for the
construction of 35 toilets
Donation from an anonymous sponsor for the scholarship of a Cambodian girl (the scholarship is granted for four
years and will be paid out per year)

Total

3,233.47
5,405.25
7,741.69

8. Liabilities
Liabilities relate to the funds allocated to specific
projects that have been reserved but will be paid
out at a later stage.

226.40

16,606.81
Funds reserved for projects in the Dutch account on 31-12-2013:

3.2.4 Withholding Tax
Withholding tax relates to amounts paid to
Thai authorities from the Thai bank account.
Withholding taxes are recognised immediately
when they are paid out from our Thai bank
account. There is no provision of accruals.
4. EXCHANGE RATE GAIN/(LOSS)
The direct exchange rate of THB to EUR
depreciated in 2013 by 0.02643 to 0.02206. As
most of the donations were converted to THB
throughout the year, the depreciation of the THB
against the EUR meant that we had a significant
exchange loss of 6,844.83 EUR.
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5. FUNDS BROUGHT FORWARD/ BEGINNING
FUNDS
Funds brought forward or beginning funds
totalled 84,263.21.
6. FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets are carried at historical costs. If
they are incurred in THB, the historical exchange
rates are used.

Libraries KAKO - running costs
Burma Children Medical Fund - running costs
Scholarships KAKO
Refund donor’s double donation

Total

Funds reserved for projects in the Thai account on 31-12-2013:
Koung Jor refugee camp boarding house - running costs
Koung Jor refugee camp scholarships - grants
Libraries KAKO - running costs
Bahn Ruam Jai safe home - running costs
Koung Jor Refugee camp - electricity costs

Total

in EUR
2,500.00
1,921.45
1,307.34
339.65

6,068.44

in THB
33,850.00
4,000.00
17,500.00
486,799.00
47,000.00

589,157.00
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volunteers, Sponsors and
Partners

“For every relationship
that Philanthropy Connections
builds whether it be sponsor,
partner organisation, volunteer
or staff the well-being of that
person is always at the forefront.
No matter what task or project I
work on, I feel rewarded every
day that I am making a real
difference for the organisation
and the people it touches”

Name

Nationality

Year Volunteered

Adrian van Wijk
Adriènne Kranendonk
Angie Ng
Anneke Magendans
Arno Smit
Arusa (Noona) Panyakotkaew
Carolyn Moffatt
Cees de Bruin
Charmaine de Jongh
Damian Doyle
Dick Stevens
Elonie Kooter
Esther van der Leeuw
Eva van Dijk
François Rossi
Gerda van den Dool
Gideon Polak
Harm Edens
Heleen Minderaa
Jeannette Woelinga
Joanne Nihom
Joris Hofmans
Jos Polak
Kamiel van Kessel
Kate Mellor
Kevin LJ
Leo Cok
Lucy Firth
Marion van Dam
Mark Kearns
Max Stallkamp
Melanie Naegeli
Naoko Osaki
Stan Commissaris
Tatiana Serikova
Teun Melis
Thomas Hofmans
Tobias Oostveen
Vargo Bawits
Victor Ong
William Cao

The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Malaysia
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Thailand
United Kingdom
The Netherlands
Curaçao
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
France
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Australia
New Zealand
The Netherlands
Australia
The Netherlands
Ireland
Germany
Switzerland
Japan
The Netherlands
Russia
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Singapore
China

2013
2013, 2014
2012, 2013, 2014
2013, 2014
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
2013, 2014
2012, 2013
2012
2013, 2014
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
2013, 2014
2012
2012
2012
2013, 2014
2011
2012
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
2013
2013, 2014
2013, 2014
2013
2012, 2013, 2014
2012, 2013
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
2013
2013, 2014
2012
2013
2012, 2013, 2014
2013
2012
2013, 2014
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
2013
2012
2013, 2014
2012, 2013
2013
2013
2012

Vanessa Loucky, Administrator PCF, from the USA
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Our sponsors and partners made all the achievements possible. Thank you!

www.philanthropyconnections.org
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2013 was a year of strengthening old partnerships and
building new ones. We hope that you can help us support
our partners in 2014

Picture: Sai Leng, leader of Koung Jor refugee camp with Sallo Polak, director of PCF, discussing the situation in the
camp.

www.philanthropyconnections.org

